
6th Grade Social Studies Distance Learning Packet 

    Virtual Office Hours: 9:00 a.m.- 11:00 a.m. & 1:00 p.m.- 3:00 p.m. Student Name: ____________________________________ 

Teacher Name: ____________________________________ 

May 4 May 5 May 6 May 7 May 8 

Standard: 6.5.CO, 6.5.CX 

Learning Tasks:  
Choose an activity from the 
Colonization Choice Board.  

Standard: 6.5.CO, 6.5.CX 

Learning Tasks:  
Choose an activity from the 
Colonization Choice Board 

Standard: 6.5.CO, 6.5.CX 

Learning Tasks:  
Choose an activity from the 
Colonization Choice Board 

Standard: 6.5.CO, 6.5.CX 

Learning Tasks: 
Choose an activity from the 
Colonization Choice Board 

Standard: 6.5.CO, 6.5.CX 

Learning Tasks:  
Choose an activity from the 
Colonization Choice Board 

Extension Activities 
What is colonization? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=7LhdhEnfVIw

Extension Activities 
Colonization and Imperialism 
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=CHrHgnRswhM

Extension Activities 
European Conquest of America 
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=yOMx4Edz3Pk 

Extension Activities 
Early European Settlement of N. 
America 
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=oNnBCf-8hMk 

Extension Activities 

May 11 May 12 May 13 May 14 May 15 
Standard: 6.5.CE 

Learning Tasks:  
Choose an activity from the 
Decolonization Choice Board 

Standard: 6.5.CE 

Learning Tasks:  
Choose an activity from the 
Decolonization Choice Board 

Standard: 6.5.CE 

Learning Tasks:  
Choose an activity from the 
Decolonization Choice Board 

Standard: 6.5.CE 

Learning Tasks:  
Choose an activity from the 
Decolonization Choice Board 

Standard: 6.5.CE 

Learning Tasks:  
Choose an activity from the 
Decolonization Choice Board 

Extension Activities 
Colonization of Africa 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kDBNB
0KHi_g

Extension Activities 
Decolonization 
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=PzF88HBlAHY 

Extension Activities 
Colonization of Africa 
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=Fbb7nbIUUEM 

Extension Activities Extension Activities 

May 18 May 19 May 20 May 21 May 22 

Standard: 6.5.CC, 6.5.P 

Learning Tasks:  
Choose an activity from the Civil 
Rights/Human Rights Choice 
Board 

Standard: 6.5.CC, 6.5.P 

Learning Tasks:  
Choose an activity from the Civil 
Rights/Human Rights Choice 
Board 

Standard: 6.5.CC, 6.5.P 

Learning Tasks:  
Choose an activity from the Civil 
Rights/Human Rights Choice 
Board 

Standard: 6.5.CC, 6.5.P 

Learning Tasks:  
Choose an activity from the Civil 
Rights/Human Rights Choice 
Board 

Standard: 6.5.CC, 6.5.P 

Learning Tasks:  
Choose an activity from the Civil 
Rights/Human Rights Choice 
Board 

Extension Activities 
Human Rights 
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=ew993Wdc0zo 

Extension Activities 
The Story of Apartheid 
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=SOgoNhKJjb4 

Extension Activities 
How Nelson Mandela Fought for 
Equality and Freedom 
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=jsC4gUZL0Mc

Extension Activities 
Gandhi - Human Rights Activist 
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=ept8hwPQQNg 

Extension Activities 
Nelson Mandela: Civil Rights 
Activist & President of South 
Africa 
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=UqoYmx_L-Xs 
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Colonization 

European motivations for exploration and settlement during the 15th through 18th centuries grew after the closing of the Silk Road. New technological 
advancements in maritime [marine, naval] tools were major motivations for European exploration of the Atlantic World leading to European competition for 
dominance. Inhabitants of European societies migrated for religious and economic reasons and established settlements [colonies]. The development of these 
settlements also led to an increased need for labor in mining and agriculture. Europeans, Americans, and Africans were soon engaged in the triangular trade 
resulting in significant economic, social, and political changes in their societies. The rise of empires led to a continued struggle for world power. 

As a result of the Age of Exploration, societies of Europe, Africa, and the Americas were more connected than ever before. In the triangular trade, the Americas 
provided raw materials and new markets for the manufactured goods of Europe. Europeans and indigenous groups exchanged crops, hunting and farming 
methods, and other goods unfamiliar to their cultures. As the competition for resources grew, the conflict between indigenous [Native American] groups and 
Europeans became more intense. These interactions were worsened by the European attempt to convince indigenous [Native American] people to practice 
Christianity. 

American Expansion 

In the Americas, the motivation for expansion was again economically driven, yet political influences also occurred. In the Americas, unlike in Asia and Africa, 
colonization did take place. There were differing colonial structures and settlement patterns among the European colonies established in the Americas. Among 
these nations, were Spain, Portugal, England, France, and the Netherlands (Dutch). In the Spanish and Portuguese colonies where gold and silver were 
discovered, trade became the primary basis of interaction with the area. Both nations also quickly developed plantation systems that depended on native labor, 
which was later replaced by imported slave labor from Africa. The slavery of Native Americans, as well as the slavery of Africans later, created an economic, 
political, and social system where Native Americans and Africans were excluded and often mistreated through harsh punishments and working conditions on the 
plantations. 

In the transatlantic slave trade, Africans were enslaved and forced to migrate to the Americas to provide labor for the plantation colonies. The slave trade would 
have a lasting influence on government policies, economics, culture, and personal freedoms. 

Europeans in control of colonial America used indigenous [Native American] populations, African slaves, and indentured servants as sources of exploited [and 
cheap] labor. The transatlantic slave trade was a turning point in the development of social systems and social order in the Atlantic World. The plantation system 
in the Americas required a large labor force, and the indentured servant labor force was limited. Indigenous [Native American] people of the Americas were 
enslaved and used as labor until disease and conflict continued to reduce their population. A lack of advanced weapons and immunity to disease resulted in the 
deaths of many indigenous peoples. Enslaving Africans hurt the continent of Africa by reducing the population, creating internal conflict, and dismantling 
cultures and families. 
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Colonization Choice Board 
May 4th - May 9th 

Essential Question: Why were colonies established by European powers during the 1500-1700s? 

Directions:  Choose multiple activities to complete. Your completed activities must equal least 100 points. You will need to manage your time wisely, in order to complete 
enough assignments to equal 100 points. The assignments may be handwritten and attached to your paper packet, completed as a digital copy to upload to Schoology, or 
emailed to your teacher. 

Illustrated Timeline The Sequel The more you look… Movie Poster 

Create an illustrated timeline of events 
that occurred during Colonization (1500-
1700). The timeline may be created by 
drawing it on paper or by using 
PowerPoint, Word, or Sway. Include at 
least one significant event for each year 
of the time period, a picture of the event, 
and a summary of what happened.       
(50 points)  

Pretend history is being re-written. 
Write an alternative ending that 
explains the causes and effects of the 
Trans-Atlantic Slave trade. Your story 
must be at least 200-250 words. If you 
type it, use double-spacing with 1-inch 
margins.   

  (30 points) 

Find a primary source that was created 
during the colonization period (1500-
1700). Analyze the document. Explain 
the following:   
1. Who created it?
2. Who is within the document (Who

is mentioned)?
3. Why do you think it was created?
4. What is the message of the

document?  (20 points)  

Choose a historical figure from the 1500-
1700s. (Maybe an explorer or monarch.)  
Create a movie poster with this person as 
the star of the movie. 
Give a movie title that shows how they 
are important.  
Give a short description of the movie. List 
supporting cast members.   

  (30 points) 

Compare and Contrast Summary Study Guide Review Talk Show 

Compare and contrast the motivations 
for exploration for England and Spain. 
You may create a Venn Diagram or a 
three-column chart to list 2 similarities 
and 4 differences. 

 (25 points)  

Write a summary of how England 
became an imperial power in 3-5 
sentences.   

  (5 points) 

Build a study guide containing 20 review 
questions about colonization. You do 
not need to answer the questions, but 
the questions should reflect what you 
know about the period. The questions 
created should be short answer 
questions that will demonstrate 
historical thinking.             (20 points) 

Pretend you are hosting a talk show. You 
must interview a historical figure about 
events that relate to their period. Write 7 
interview questions to either Christopher 
Columbus, Ferdinand Magellan, Vasco da 
Gama, Francisco Pizarro, or Hernan 
Cortez. 

 (10 Points) 

Comic Strip Connections What’s That Word?  Write it Out! 

Create a comic strip about a historical 
event that occurred during the 1500-
1700s that was a major turning 
point.  The event must be related to 
colonization.                       (30 points)  

Make a connection. How does 
colonization connect to imperialism? 
Write 3-5 sentences. Include specific 
historical evidence.       

(10 Points) 

Colonization  
Choose 5 words that relate to 
colonization.  
Define each word.      

 (5 points) 

Write a poem, rap, or song that explains 

the efforts of the European Explorers.  

(15 points) 

Circle the projects that you complete.  Add the number of points earned to find your total points earned.    Total points: ___________________ 
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Why did the British Empire fall? 

Although there is no single answer to this question, the collapse of British imperial power can be traced “directly to the impact of World War Two”, the BBC says.  The campaigns it 
waged in Europe, Asia and Africa virtually bankrupted the UK and the subsequent debt it acquired severely comprised its economic independence, the foundation of the imperial 
system. The Empire was overstretched and - combined with growing unrest in various colonies - this led to the swift and decisive fall of many of Britain’s key assets, some 
diplomatically, some violently. In 1947 India became independent following a nonviolent civil-disobedience campaign spearheaded by Mahatma Gandhi. Britain had lost the jewel in its 
crown, and this kickstarted a domino effect across the Empire. “Less than a year later, communist guerrillas launched a violent campaign aimed at forcing Britain from Malaya,” 
the Imperial War Museum writes.  “In the Middle East, Britain hurriedly abandoned Palestine in 1948. Ghana became Britain's first African colony to reach independence in 1957. By 
1967 more than 20 British territories were independent.”  Little remains of British rule today across the globe, and it is mostly restricted to small island territories such as Bermuda and 
the Falkland Islands. However, a number of countries still have Queen Elizabeth as their head of state including New Zealand, Australia and Canada - a hangover of the Empire. 

Source:  https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/whp-origins/era-7-the-great-convergence-and-divergence-1880-ce-to-the-future/74-end-of-empires-betaa/a/read-end-of-empire-and-the-cold-war-
beta 
Source: https://www.theweek.co.uk/history/93820/british-empire-how-big-was-it-and-why-did-it-collapse 

Source: “Everything You Need to Ace World History in One Big Fat Notebook: a Middle School Study Guide”, by Ximena Vengoechea et al., Workman Publishing, 2016, pp. 478–480. 

Decolonization and the Fall of the British 

Empire 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/british/modern/endofempire_overview_01.shtml
https://www.iwm.org.uk/history/the-end-of-the-british-empire-after-the-second-world-war
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/whp-origins/era-7-the-great-convergence-and-divergence-1880-ce-to-the-future/74-end-of-empires-betaa/a/read-end-of-empire-and-the-cold-war-beta
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/whp-origins/era-7-the-great-convergence-and-divergence-1880-ce-to-the-future/74-end-of-empires-betaa/a/read-end-of-empire-and-the-cold-war-beta
https://www.theweek.co.uk/history/93820/british-empire-how-big-was-it-and-why-did-it-collapse
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 Circle the projects that you complete.  Add the number of points earned to find your total points earned.                 Total points: ___________________ 

 

Decolonization of Africa/Collapse of British Empire Choice Board 
May 11th -15th  

Essential Question: Why were British colonies seeking to become independent? 
Directions: Choose multiple activities to complete. Your completed activities must equal least 100 points. You will need to manage your time wisely, in order to complete 
enough assignments to equal 100 points. The assignments may be handwritten and attached to your paper packet, completed as a digital copy to upload to Schoology, or 
emailed to your teacher. 

What’s That Word?  The Sequel Tweet About It 

Decolonization 

• Choose 5 words from the reading that relates 
to decolonization. 

• Define each word using complete sentences 
only. 

                                                                           (5 points) 

Pretend history is being re-written. Write an 
alternative ending that explains the causes and 
effects of the decolonization of Africa and the 
collapse of the British Empire. Your story must be at 
least 200-250 words. If it is typed use double-
spacing with 1-inch margins.                  (45 points) 

Write a series of 10 Tweets (140 characters or less) 
about the decolonization of Africa. These tweets 
could come from an individual(s) you create that 
lived during this time period. (You create the 
character for the Tweets: name age, occupation, 
family, etc.)                                                    (15 Points) 

Compare  Summary Movie Poster 

Compare the motivations for the decolonization of 
Africa and the British Empire collapsing. You may 
create a T-Chart or a two-column chart to list 5 
similarities. 
                                                                         (25 points) 

Write a summary of how Great Britain lost much of 
its empire in the later 1900s in 3-5 sentences. You 
must cite evidence from the text. 
                                                                            (5 points) 

Choose a historical figure from the later 1900s 
decolonization period. Create a movie poster, on 
notebook paper or in Microsoft Word, with a 
person that stars in the movie. Give a movie title 
that shows how they were important to 
decolonization. Give a short description of the 
movie. List supporting cast members.  

                                                 (30 points) 

Comic Strip Connections Timeline 

Create a comic strip about a historical event that 
occurred during decolonization or the downfall of 
the British Empire. Your comic strips must be six 
cells and have a beginning, a middle, and an end. 
Two options: 1. Draw by hand and turn in or 2. Use 
a comic strip program like Pixton or StoryBoard 
That.  
                                                                         (30 points) 

Make a connection. How does decolonization 
connect to independence movements? 
Write 3-5 sentences. Include specific historical 
evidence from the attached text or supplemental 
sources.  
                                                                          (10 Points) 

Create a visual timeline using the dates provided in 
the “Decolonization Timeline” text. You must 
provide dates and an illustration that relates to that 
date. You may draw it by hand and turn in or create 
it in PowerPoint (PPT) or Microsoft Word.  
 
                                                                         (50 points) 
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Essential Question: How are societies impacted by the contribution of the civil and human rights movements? 

Mahatma Gandhi 
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Nelson Mandela 

 

Essential Question: How are societies impacted by the contribution of the civil and human rights movements?  
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Civil/Human Rights Choice Board  
May 18th -May 22nd  

Directions: Choose multiple activities to complete. Your completed activities must equal least 100 points. You will need to manage your time wisely, in order to complete enough 
assignments to equal 100 points. The assignments may be handwritten and attached to your paper packet, completed as a digital copy to upload to Schoology, or emailed to your 
teacher. 

3-2-1 Summary  The Sequel Wanted/Hero Poster 

Civil Rights 

• Choose a leader: Mahatma Gandhi or Nelson Mandela: 

• Give 3 facts 

• Write 2 questions you have about the person 

• 1 quote from the person that you found interesting 
                                                                                   (10 points) 

Pretend history is being re-written. Write an alternative 
ending that explains the impact of Nelson Mandela and 
Mahatma Gandhi on the issue of civil rights. Your story must 
be at least 200-250 words. If it is typed use double-spacing 
with 1-inch margins and 12-point font New Times Roman or 
Calibri.                                                                           (30 points) 

Create a wanted or hero poster of either Mandela or Gandhi 
or a human rights leader such as Eleanor Roosevelt or 
Princess Diana. Draw a picture of the person, three reasons 
why this is a good or bad guy, a quote from this person, and 
if it is a wanted poster you must include a reward amount. 
                                                                                  (20 Points) 

Compare and Contrast Dancing, Yeah! Text Message Conversation 

Compare and contrast civil rights movements in Africa and 
India using the question above (the essential question on p. 
6). You may create a Venn Diagram or a three-column chart 
to list 2 similarities and 4 differences. Write a short 2-3 
sentence response to answer the question. 
 
                                                                                 (25 points) 

Create a meaningful chant or short rap that uses movement 
to remember civil rights ideas. Include at least five complete 
thoughts that summarize the topic of civil rights in Africa 
and India. Design dance movements for each line of your 
summary. All dance moves must be school appropriate. 
Record your rap/chant and dance movements and upload 
your video to Schoology. 
                                                                                    (50 points) 

Create a text message conversation between you and a 
friend. You will be discussing the importance of either 
Mandela or Gandhi on civil rights. Do not use basic greetings 
– your messages must be content-related. Each message 
must have a complete idea about the content and must be 
school appropriate. The conversation needs to be 20 
messages total for both sides. 
                                                                                (25 points) 

Comic Strip You are the Teacher! Cinquains Poem 

Create a comic strip of four slides about a historical event 
that occurred during Gandhi’s marches or civil 
disobedience, or on apartheid and Nelson Mandela. Make 
sure your comic strip has a beginning, middle, and end to 
your story. Two options: 1. Draw by hand and turn in or 2. 
Use a comic strip program like Pixton or StoryBoard That. 
 
                                                                                   (40 points) 

You are the teacher and must create a lesson. Your lesson 
will include three things: 1. A 5-slide PowerPoint or 
handwritten content for students on civil rights in India and 
Africa; 2. Using the essential question at the top, create an 
activity for your students; and 3. Write three checks for 
understanding questions with answers. 
                                                                                    (40 Points)  

Choose an event that happened to Mandela or Gandhi. Your 
poem should follow this format:  
1. Line 1: One word (event title) 
2. Line 2: Two words to describe the event 
3. Line 3: Three action words (using –ing) about the event 
4. Line 4: 4 or 5-word phrase describing the event 
5. Line 5: One word that could be another name for the 

event.                                             (20 points)  

Anchor Chart Double Entry Journal Collage 

On a blank sheet of paper create an anchor chart for either 
human rights or civil rights. Include 6-10 important facts, 
pictures, a title, and color, so that your poster can be used 
in class to teach others, and that it can be read by others. 
                                                                                      (30 points) 

Fold a sheet of paper in half hotdog style and on the left 
side write an important fact or quote from any of the 
readings and on the right side write down your reaction to 
the fact or quote (8-10 facts and reactions). 
                                                                                   (30 points) 

Create a collage of 10 pictures that represent the ideas, 
themes, and information in the text to show your 
interpretation of civil and human rights in the world today. 
                                                                                   (30 points) 

 
Circle the projects that you complete.  Add the number of points earned to find your total points earned.                 Total points: ___________________ 
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